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ThoughtSpot Inc. CEO Ajeet Singh set out to raise $70 million from investors earlier
this year. Instead, his Palo Alto enterprise search business scored $145 million and
earned a place among the unicorns — startups that are valued at $1 billion or more.

Cohesity Inc. CEO Mohit Aron has a similar story. He went to investors to raise $150
million for his San Jose secondary data storage startup and wound up with $250
million in the latest "shock and awe" funding led by SoftBank Group's Vision Fund.

Cohesity and ThoughtSpot are part of a parade of pre-profit venture-backed
businesses in the Bay Area that are privately raising the kind of funding they would
previously have sought from public investors on a stock exchange.

These $100 million-plus “private IPOs” — as a report from Silicon Valley Bank dubbed them — have outnumbered Wall
Street IPOs among U.S. tech companies in every quarter since 2014. They are on pace to do so again in the current quarter
that ends on June 30.

Some observers say this has put off the reckoning day for a growing herd of unicorns, many of whom they predict won’t
live up to their lofty valuations. But investors say private IPOs are just another indication of how much the startup
investing landscape has evolved in the past 10 years.

“There are more large tech companies being built today and there is a lot of capital available to help them remain private,”
said ThoughtSpot's Singh. “So they are tending to do that. That’s why the number of IPOs hasn’t kept pace with
investments.”

Singh and Aron co-founded another local unicorn — San Jose-based hyperconverged storage business Nutanix Inc. — that
lived up to its valuation, and then some, when it went public in the fall of 2016 after raising a pair of $100 million-plus late
funding rounds. Shares of Nutanix, led by co-founder Dheeraj Pandey, have jumped more than 250 percent since its Wall
Street debut. Its valuation of over $9 billion today is between four and five times what it was estimated to be worth in its
last funding as a private company.

Cohesity's Aron said he could have raised a lot more in the latest round if he wanted to: "We actually had to say no to
some people. We see a huge opportunity in the market, and in the end, we were able to raise the money we needed at a
very attractive price."

The SoftBank effect

“It's undeniable with a fund the size of SoftBank’s Vision Fund and the pace at which they're investing, that it's having an
impact on the number and the size of these large rounds,” said Bob Blee, who heads the corporate finance group at
Silicon Valley Bank.

The Vision Fund is investing from a record $100 billion fund that SoftBank CEO Masayoshi Son said last month will be
followed by another one in the not-too-distant future. Among the outsized bets it has placed are a $1.2 billion round that
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made it the biggest investor in on-demand ride giant Uber in January. Another is a $2.25 billion investment on May 31 in
Cruise, the Y Combinator autonomous driving alumnus that General Motors bought for around $1 billion in 2016.

SoftBank’s “shock and awe” investing — and the delayed unicorn IPOs and buyouts it is causing — has many of Silicon
Valley’s biggest venture firms raising record funds of their own to keep pace.

“There's a broad consensus around the idea that the innovation sector is where outsized growth is going to be,” Blee said.
“It's going to happen and continue to happen. So there's capital from every corner trying to chase that growth.”

Bigger than the dot-com bubble?

One observer who believes this isn’t a good thing is Keith Wright, who teaches accounting and information services at
Villanova School of Business. He explained why in an essay he wrote for CNBC titled, “Silicon Valley tech bubble is larger
than it was in 2000, and the end is coming,” which pointed in particular to a pair of recent studies.

One of those came from the National Bureau of Economic Research. It estimated last year that U.S. unicorns are, on
average, roughly 50 percent overvalued. About 11 percent were overvalued by more than 100 percent, the study's authors
said.

The other is from a professor at the University of Florida's Warrington College of Business. It found that 76 percent of the
companies that went public in 2017 were unprofitable on a per-share basis in the 12 months leading up to their IPOs. That’s
the highest number since the peak of the dot-com boom in 2000, when 81 percent of newly public companies were
unprofitable.

“Billion-dollar startup valuations are not an indicator of safety. They represent a huge danger of widespread
overvaluation,” Wright wrote. “Companies burning more than what they raised will not be able to return to the well for
more. The ‘get big fast’ strategy that many investors and venture capital firms adopted will fail.”

Investors are confident

Arif Janmohamed, a partner at Lightspeed Venture Partners, disagrees. His firm backed Nutanix and ThoughtSpot, along
with another unicorn that is a rival of Cohesity’s that raised a $180 million round last year — Palo Alto-based Rubrik Inc.

“Companies that are raising these big rounds have shown product market fit but still have a lot of value creation ahead of
them before they are ready to go public,” Janmohamed said.  “From our perspective, it’s a very good use of private capital.
It takes a lot of money to scale these companies up to what public markets look for when they go to Wall Street.”

Another investor who takes exception with Wright's CNBC piece is Alex Rosen of Ridge Ventures, whose investing
experience dates back to the dot-com era.

“Outlandish headlines get a lot more clicks than rational boring ones, right?” he said in a May 31 Silicon Valley Open Doors
fireside chat at the Computer History Museum.

“And if you look at the data from back in 1999, when there were 370 tech IPOs, the companies had been in business an
average of four years and had average revenue of $12 million,” he said. “In 2016, when there were 40 tech IPOs, the
companies on average had been around for 11 years and had median revenue of $105 million. The percentage that were
profitable when they went public was roughly double the percentage of the number that were profitable in '99.”

“I don't think it's a comparable situation at all,” Rosen said. “I don't think the end is near.”

At the current rate that unicorns are going public, it could take a very long time to find out whether the bulls or bears are
right about the companies that are raising unprecedented amounts of money in “private IPOs.”

GAME�CHANGING VENTURE FUND
The $100 billion Softbank Vision Fund has raised the bar on the amount of money raised by other venture �irms. The nine biggest from
Silicon Valley have collectively raised less than a third of that amount.
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But ThoughtSpot CEO Singh believes the bulls will win the argument: “More money is moving toward technology from
places where people were investing because that is where the growth is. The world is becoming more digital and
investors want a part of that.”

Cromwell Schubarth
TechFlash Editor
Silicon Valley Business Journal


